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Abstract
Recent findings in the field of learning analytics have brought to our attention that conclusions
drawn from cross-sectional group-level data may not capture the dynamic processes that unfold
within each individual learner. In this light, idiographic methods have started to gain grounds
in many fields as a possible solution to examine students’ behavior at the individual level by
using several data points from each learner to create person-specific insights. In this study, we
introduce such novel methods to the learning analytics field by exploring the possible potentials
that one can gain from zooming in on the fine-grained dynamics of a single student.
Specifically, we make use of Gaussian Graphical Models —an emerging trend in network
science— to analyze a single student's dispositions and devise insights specific to him/her. The
results of our study revealed that the student under examination may be in need to learn better
self-regulation techniques regarding reflection and planning.
Keywords 1
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1. Introduction
The growing field of learning analytics (LA) has drawn the attention of academics, researchers, and
administrators who aspire to understand and optimize teaching and learning [1]. Over ten years of
findings have brought immense insights to our attention. One of the most important lessons that we
have learned is that context matters: models obtained in one context are barely transferable to other
contexts [2]. Researchers have failed to replicate the results of predictive models (e.g., for estimating
student performance) across multiple learning settings due to the remarkable diversity in the data
generated by students’ learning activates, the obtained predictors, as well as the levels of statistical
significance [3,4]. These inconsistencies have made the efforts towards offering adaptive learning or
personalizing support an arduous endeavor. Researchers have called for using the high resolution data
generated by students to generate personalized insights [5]. However, analyzing cross-sectional (i.e.,
group-level) data to generate personalized recommendations does not mean that each individual person
will conform to the group average, and consequently, such insights generated by averaging over a group
are hardly transmutable to every individual person [6]. Furthermore, cross-sectional group-level data
fail to account for the dynamic processes (e.g., cognition and communication) that unfold within the
individual. Obviously, a single cross-sectional timepoint is hardly useful to explain a dynamic
phenomenon occurring over multiple time points [7].
On this basis, idiographic methods have started to gain grounds as a possible solution to examine
behavior at the individual level in other fields. Idiographic methods use several data points from an
individual to create person-specific insights. Being derived on the person level, such analyses account
for the individual factors while being able to explain dynamic phenomena [8–10]. Winne et al. (2017)
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argued that high resolution data enable individual (i.e., idiographic) learner analytics, so that learners
can gather own data and “interpret results to decide whether and how to adapt study tactics and learning
strategies”. Dawson et al. (2019) examined a large sample of students and tried early interventions
aiming at prevention of dropouts. Their findings pointed to no effect on the retention outcome. The
authors concluded that more data about individual differences are needed to better understand the
retention process as well as to design relevant personalized interventions. A recent massive scale study
that has examined a large sample of students (around 250,000) have found small benefit of a groupbased behavioral intervention despite the massive dataset. Authors concluded that the field needs
efficient interventions tailored to the individual and course context. Thus, education researchers need
to explore such individual-based approaches [7].
This study builds on the aforementioned insights and takes inspiration from the emerging fields of
idiographic psychology and precision medicine, which have developed methods and standards for such
methods of analysis [7,8,11]. In doing so, we explore the possible potentials that one can gain from
zooming in on the fine-grained dynamics of a single student. We explore a person-specific data
collection method as well as person-specific analysis and recommendations. Using data from a single
student over 30 days, we analyze his/her dispositions and devise insights specific to him/her. Our
approach is based on the emerging trend in network science, in particular, Gaussian Graphical Models
(GGM) [10,12]. Our research question is as follows: What insights can idiographic learning analytics
reveal about students’ self-regulation and learning dispositions?

2. Background
2.1. The cognitive process as a networked system
Representing elements of the cognitive and social processes as a network is an established research
method. Such representation has afforded researchers a way to visualize the structure of these processes
to measure the magnitude of association between their elements, and to devise statistical indices that
allow a precise interpretation of the resultant graphs [13]. In education, research on networks spans
three decades. Networks have been used to visualize the patterns of interactions in collaborative groups,
to study the roles students play in the collaboration, to rank students’ activities, or to predict
performance to mention a few examples [14–17]. While such methods have contributed enormously to
our understanding of the learning process with their repertoire of powerful visualizations methods, there
is a need for harnessing the power of other methods to extend our understanding different phenomena.

2.2.

Gaussian Graphical Models

Recent advances in network sciences have led to the remarkable growth of probabilistic network
models, often referred to as GGM [10]. GGM map the dynamic relationships between the elements of
the cognitive or sociological phenomena we seek to understand as a complex system through the
estimation of a network where the nodes are variables and the edges are the partial correlation
coefficients between these variables [10,18–21]. Similar to multiple regression, partial correlations
estimate the correlations after controlling for all other variables in the network, thus eliminating the
possible effect of confounding variables [19]. This is particularly useful when there are multiple
dependencies, i.e., consider an example when a researcher finds a positive correlation between coffee
consumption and academic performance, such a correlation may simply be an unmeasured confounding
factor (e.g., study time that leads to more coffee drinking). Thus, in GGM networks, two nodes are
connected —if and only if— there is a covariance between these nodes that cannot be explained by any
other variable in the network [10,12,18]. The resulting networks show only the significant relationships,
the strength of such relationships, the sign (positive or negative), as well as the mediation pathways.
Such rigorous network models offer “hypothesis generating structures, which may reflect potential
causal effects to be further examined” [18]. As such, GGM offer several advantages that overcome the
shortcomings of existing methods in terms of rigorous inferential statistics, ability to control for
confounding factors, modelling the temporal evolution of the studied process. Moreover, there is a
diverse and large community working on refining and improving GGM methods.

2.3.

Graphical Vector Autoregression

An extension of GGM methods has allowed for the modeling of temporal processes, i.e., how a
variable predicts another in the next time window. The abundance of intensive time-stamped data (timeseries) has led to the existence of enough observations of individual subjects across short periods (e.g.,
experience sampling methods, observational data and physiological data), i.e., an individual can be
studied as a unique case (N=1) [10,22]. Such time-series data are amenable to multivariate time-series
analysis, commonly known as known as vector autoregression (VAR) [10]. VAR estimates a directed
network (in contrast to undirected in GGM): the nodes are variables (e.g., motivation, behavior or
attitude) and the link between them are temporal relationships (a variable predicts another in the next
time window) [10]. This is commonly represented by drawing a directed arrow from the node that
represents the variable (e.g., motivation) to the variable that it predicts in the next time window of
measurement (e.g., engagement). An example is presented in Figure 1, which shows a temporal network
generated from a fictional individual dataset about hourly eating and exercise habits. The graph
illustrates that running predicts rest thereafter and that comfort predicts eating (weak prediction, see the
thin line). The loop around comfort means that comfort at one hour predicts that the person will be at
comfort the next hour; probably breaking the eating habits may entail keeping occupied with activities.
As shown, a temporal network predicts if a variable (an element of the studied phenomena) predicts
another in the next time window. Such type of network is used to explain within-subject covariation or
potential causal pathways.

Figure 1: A fictional temporal network of four behaviors. The circles are variables. Blue lines are
positive partial correlations. The thickness of the line is proportional to the magnitude of the
correlation. The direction of the arrow points to the direction of the temporal correlation.

3. Methods
The study included a single student who signed an informed consent for an anonymous version of
the responses to be used for research purposes. The student was attending a course over a duration of a
month. The student had to respond to ten questions representing common dispositions and selfregulation (SRL) that are commonly employed in learning analytics [23–25]. The questions covered the
following constructs: Expectancy value (Vlu), Motivation (Mtv), Stress as negative affect (Str), Hope
and enthusiasm as positive affect (Hop), SRL Planning (Pln), SRL Engagement with task (Tsk), SRL

Reflection and evaluation (Rfc), External Regulation by assignments (Asg), Socializing (Soc),
Challenging learning tasks (Chl).
The survey data was detrended using the method described in [26] to make the data close to
stationary. Since our interest was to study the interplay between the student’s different dispositions, we
used the VAR model. VAR models have been established in the study of psychological phenomena,
shedding light on the temporal progression, individual aspects and dynamics of psychological processes
within individuals [10,26,27]. To understand the sequential temporal dependencies, we created a
temporal network by estimating a Graphical VAR model [26]. The temporal network captures what will
happen next as an effect of what is happening now (lag-1 or cross-lagged effects), e.g., if the person is
motivated now, the person is going to work on the task on the next step. To account for multiple
comparisons, the model was regularized using graphical least absolute shrinkage and selection operator
(GLASSO). Using GLASSO algorithm for estimating GGM networks has been shown to retrieve the
true structure of the network [26].

4. Results
The results of the temporal network showed interesting results about the involved student (Figure 2
and Table 1). After controlling for all other variables in the network, the positive affect (feeling hope)
was the most predictive variable of engagement in a task in the next day, shown as a thick arrow between
the Hop and Tsk nodes in Figure 2 indicating the strong association. Motivation was also strongly
predictive of engagement with the task after controlling for all other variables, i.e., independent of
feeling hopeful, socializing, etc. The challenging nature of the task was also predictive of engagement
for the student, as well as stress, indicating that a bit of a challenge may help some students engage and
work on the learning activities. The expected value and relevance of the task was also predictive of the
student’s engagement with the task, emphasizing the need for creating more relevant and authentic
learning tasks.
Table 1
Values of the VAR partial correlations
Tsk

Vlu

Mtv

Str

Hop

Pln

Rfc

Asg

Soc

Chl

Tsk

0.00

-0.02

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.01

-0.01

0.00

Vlu

0.16

0.00

0.03

0.00

0.00

-0.02

0.00

0.04

0.10

0.08

Mtv

0.27

0.03

0.00

0.03

0.00

-0.07

0.03

0.00

0.28

0.00

Str

0.17

-0.07

0.00

0.00

0.05

-0.01

0.00

-0.08

0.12

0.03

Hop

0.29

0.06

0.00

0.00

0.00

-0.05

0.05

-0.02

0.06

0.13

Pln

-0.06

-0.07

0.00

-0.06

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

-0.04

-0.09

Rfc

-0.22

0.01

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.05

0.01

0.00

0.00

Asg

-0.17

0.05

0.00

-0.09

-0.03

0.00

0.05

0.18

-0.17

0.01

Soc

-0.02

0.04

-0.01

-0.03

-0.02

0.02

-0.01

0.00

0.01

0.03

Chl

0.20

0.00

0.09

0.00

0.04

0.00

-0.09

0.00

0.00

-0.06

Working on the assignment was negatively predictive of engagement with learning tasks, as the
student focused more on finishing the submissions. Such results also indicate that external regulation
may be counterproductive for some students. Similarly, reflection was negatively predictive of
engagement with the task the next day, which raises the question of the nature of reflection the student
has. Planning was also weekly negatively associated with engagement with the task. These negative
associations for assignment, reflection and planning are indicative of poor self-regulation practices by

the student. In fact, the student had to repeat one of the assignments as it was not fulfilling the required
guidelines and was incomplete. He also scored below the 50th percentile in the two most important
course assignments. There is room for improvement here, by helping the student learn optimal selfregulation practices. There was a negative association between motivation and planning, while strong
positive association with socialization. Stress and assignment negatively influenced each other: the
more stress the student was under, the less he/she worked on the assignments, and the more work on
assignments the less stressed was the student, as expected. The results are detailed in Table 1. Please
note that, since partial correlations do control for other variables, their values are not to be interpreted
in the same way, as they tend to be lower.

Figure 2: Temporal network for the student

5. Discussion and conclusions
In this study, we have used psychological network methods in the form of GGM and graphical VARs
to study a single student disposition during a course. Such idiographic method offers several advantages
over cross-sectional group level analysis. Being focused on a single student, the insights generated are
more relevant and actionable, i.e., precisely personalized, paving the path for precision education. These
methods also offer several advantages regarding controlling for confounders, deleting spurious
correlations and regularization which requires high magnitude significant correlation, offering a good
level of rigorousness [10,26,27]. The study has shown that the student under examination may be in
need to learn better self-regulation techniques regarding reflection and planning based on his own
responses. However, the value of such targeted intervention is yet to be investigated.
The implication of our study can be the applicability of the approach in several scenarios and
contexts. Researchers who wish to apply personalized learning analytics can use such methods to design
personalized intervention for their students. We believe there is an opportunity that may change the
deserves attention and efforts from the research community to extend, improve and build on such
methods. Our methods are not without limitations. The idea that the data have to be collected on a daily
basis makes it sometimes difficult to collect data without some gaps, non-compliance, or missing
values. The rate of data collection can be tricky: we have used a lag of a single day, but we do not know
for sure if that lag was optimal. The timing of the data collection is another factor: whether data should
be collected before or after the working day is still an open question. Similarly, how frequently data
should be collected, what factors are to be included in the study, and how long we should collect the
data are aspects in need of further investigation. The collection of data comes always with problems
and risks of privacy and ethical concerns [28,29], in idiographic approach where much data is collected
it can pose a risk which needs to be mitigated [30].
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